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Abstract

This paper describes the main attributes of a new computer program OPTIMAL used for loading
pattern (LP) design in Dukovany NPP (4 reactors VVER-440). We have been developed this
program in NRI Rez since 1994 on the base of a special contract between Dukovany NPP and NRI
Rez. General information about the optimisation methodology is given in the first part The
organisation of the optimisation process is described in part 2. Construction of the optimisation
functional is shown in part 3. Procedures used during one-cycle optimisation are described in part 4.

1 Introduction

The code OPTIMAL is the basic tool for design and optimisation of WER-440 reactor fuel reloads,
used in Dukovany NPP (EDU) (Lehmann, 1996), because the old optimisation program already
used at EDU for the loading pattern design was based on very strong simplified presumptions.
Those results had to be modified by means of detailed 3D calculations. The basic disadvantage of
this method was the fact that obtained energy distribution in core as well as the cycle lengths were
very different from results of detailed calculations and from reality. It extended the whole process of
possible loading pattern choice. Based on above mentioned facts and also taking into account
WER-440 speciality (a two-part control assembly design) we had decided to develop new program
(OPTIMAL). We required such an agreement of initial parameters of loading pattern (cycle length,
K<;) with results of following analysis, which does not need to perform additional corrections of
designed reloads.

From the standpoint of solution method, the system belongs to the category of "evolutionary
methodologies", based on process of successive modifications of certain initial loading pattern
guesses, controlled to achieve goals specified by the code user (i.e. the required operating cycle
lengths and acceptable radial power distributions). In this process, a broad spectrum of analytical
methods (of different levels of accuracy and computer resources consumption) is applied to assess
hundreds of thousands of loading pattern variants. The evolution of individual pattern "generations"
is driven by a dynamically developing "environment", formed by carefully selected optimisation
functional and other factors, being automatically and/or manually adapted in accordance with
achieved progress in task solution.
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The "evolutionary" approach is combined here also with some "expert system" features - "the best"
initial loading pattern variants are (or can be) automatically constructed using the experience from
all previous reload designs, stored in system permanent and temporary archive files. The ..expert
knowledge" — is based on a statistical analysis of similarity between Kjnf assemblies spectra of
designed loading pattern and archived variants.

The discussed optimisation task is complicated by large number of fuel assemblies (FAs) in
WER-440 reactor (349, i.e. one central FA plus 58 FAs in each 60° segment of rotationally
symmetrical core), and also by impossibility to change control fuel assemblies (CFAs - in 37 core
positions) with standard ones and vice versa.

The present program version does not enable to use FAs with burnable poisons, and it works with
coarse-mesh (i.e. assembly) power distributions only, nevertheless, the second limitation should be
removed during this year.

There are three basic modes of OPTIMAL operation:
• "One-Cycle" optimisation mode used to find an optimum reload to cycle (N+l) from a single

(usually final) variant of previous cycle (N). The set of loaded fresh FAs must be completely
specified by the user, and cannot be changed during the whole solution process.

• "Multi-Cycle" optimisation, when a series of cycles (N+l, N+2, N+3, etc.) is subsequently
analysed. Starting from the second cycle of series (N+2), several acceptable initial variants
(from previous cycle optimisation) can be investigated. Also in this mode the fresh fuel loaded
into each cycle is specified in input data, but this specification can be modified during
calculation, if required cycle length is not achieved etc.

• "Archiving" mode, in which the final (realised) cycle data are being inserted into the code
permanent archives.

2 Organisation of Optimisation Process

In general, the process of optimisation is structured into two hierarchical phases, differing by their
content. These phases are called Trials and Sequences. Selective criteria for individual Trials and
Sequences, parameters of which are defined in initial data of the calculation, are the rules of directed
search method. One can consider Trials and Sequences system as a usage of genetic algorithm
technology. Scheme of solution process is shown in the Figure 1.
• In fact, each Trial represents independent (separate) optimisation calculation, consisting

of certain number of Sequences (specified by the user). .Individual Trials optimising the same
cycle can differ by application of different optimisation methods (see Section 4), or at least by
emphasis put on different aspects of optimisation (the cycle length extension, improvement of
power peaking factors).
Within one Trial several Sub-Trials can be run. It means that the Trial can be repeated in cycles
with different sets of starting LP variants and/or with the optimisation process controlled in
different ways.
Trial begins with selection of "the best" starting LPs (for actually solved cycle) from code
archive, or — in the first Trial of the cycle optimisation - by a special procedure for preparing an
initial LP guess (when utilisation of the "expert knowledge" is possible, as it is mentioned
above).
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The Trial (or the Sub-Trial) result is a set of "the best" LP variants (criteria for the LP
evaluation are described in the Section 3). These LP variants are recalculated three-
dimensionally (3D) and their data (LP descriptions, cycle length and basic information about
power distributions) are stored in system archives.

• The optimisation process itself searching for "prospective" LP variants is performed in the
cycle of Sequences.
At its beginning, the Sequence obtains certain number (specified in input data) of its starting LP
variants, which are then consequently run thoroughly. For each of them effects of all single (not
multiple) "applicable" exchanges of FA positions are tested, and new "prospective" LP variants
are identified; quality of variants is defined by their values of optimisation functional TpCT (see
Section 3). Set of the best new variants enters the next Sequence, and is simultaneously
included into a group of candidates for 3D recalculation in the end of the Trial/Sub-Trial;
within that group, one additional selection based on Tpen values is made before 3D calculations
starts.

Assessment of individual LP variants (in Sequences) is performed on several analytical levels
(strongly differing by required computing capacity):
— At first, the reloads violating significantly symmetry requirements and other additional

criteria specified by the user, are excluded. In principle, the tendency is to save the 30°
reflexive symmetry of core, as much as possible.

— Then - by analysis of multiplication coefficients of exchanged FAs - LPs with the high
probability that the FA radial power peaking factor Kq exceeds the acceptable value (which
is varied to reflect the achieved optimisation progress) are rejected.

— Only the variants successful in previous assessment steps are sent to two-dimensional (2D)
analysis. During 2D a lot of specific tests are performed, which cause immediate analysis
interruption, whenever it is demonstrated that the variant does not promise achieving of
some serious benefit (in comparison with other variants already analysed within the given
Sequence).

Only a very small minority from all possible LP variants succeeds to come to the end of 2D
calculation of the whole reactor operating (bum-up) cycle and enter the other selection
processes mentioned in previous text

It should be noticed, that for the 2D and 3D analyses the OPTIMAL uses standard nuclear design
methodology (i.e. modules of nuclear design code MOBY-DICK (Lehmann,1991), certified by
Czech Regulatory Body). In addition, an adaptation procedure and specific empirical corrections are
applied in 2D analysis to assure very good agreement between its and 3D analysis results even in
case of partially inserted control bank of CFAs. This adaptation procedure was developed especially
for the code OPTIMAL needs. It consists from two parts:
• First of them giyes possibility to achieve the cycle length from 2D calculation similar as 3D

result. It is realised by some reactor power and core height corrections.
• Second of them describes CFAs influence on reactor power distribution. It reflects facts that the

CFA length is 95% of FA and that the fuel part of CFAs working group is partially placed out
of the core. They are given by corrections of the cross-sections.
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With respect to organisation of "Multi-Cycle" optimisation, the following brief comments can be
provided:
• Results for each cycle from the cycle series are represented by a "cloud" of points in the plane

defined by co-ordinates Tc (effective cycle length) and K<, (FA radial power peaking factor).
The program selects the defined (in input data) number of LP variants - bases for the next cycle
optimisation — automatically. These basic variants (with maximum values of Tpc) are chosen to
cover the whole specified range of acceptable cycle lengths. Then the user can modify this
selection through interactive graphical interface.

• After that initial step, the first Trial of the next cycle optimisation is performed separately for
each basic variant, i.e. the Trial is divided into Sub-Trials, corresponding to individual basic
variants. In each such a Sub-Trial, a different set of fresh FAs can be loaded.

• In the end of this first Trial, all obtained LPs are joined together, and the optimisation of the
cycle (or transition to the following one) continues without distinction of the basic LPs.

3 Optimisation Functional

The LP variant quality is given by the value of its optimisation functional, called penalised cycle
length - Tpo,. This functional is (can be) constructed in each Trial specifically (from corresponding
input data), and it is a linear combination of the following components:

• The basis of T ^ is the effective cycle length T c - see equation (1) and Figure 2.

Tp>* ~

Tt - (ProjT, - T j * Cp for Tc < ProjT,

forTf>ProjT( (1)

If T c is less than the design (i.e. required, ideal) cycle length ProjTc , the LP variant is
discriminated by subtracting a penalty, proportional to cycle length insufficiency; the
coefficient Cp used here is specified by the user, and its value (from 0. to -10.) depends on Trial
character or goal (for one example see the Section 4).
In opposite case another input parameter — MaxTc ( > ProjTc) - is used to limit preferring of
too long cycles: e.g. if its value is very closed to ProjTc, all cycles with lengths T c > ProjTc are
supposed to be practically equivalent

• The second part of Tptn performs discrimination of LPs and depends on maximum values of Kq
(in the whole cycle) - see Figure 3. This penalty - always non-positive - is usually defined (in
input data) as zero in the range of fully acceptable Kq, and as a strongly progressive function
above the upper boundary of that range; nevertheless, its combination with appropriate short
cycle discrimination assures that it starts to contribute to the Tp^, significantly only from the
moment, when desired cycle lengths are already approached.

• Finally, there is a possibility to ask in some Trials (usually in the final ones) for minimisation of
Kq only (without attention paid to cycle length).

There are not theoretical rules for the determination of components Tptn. We use values based on
our experience.
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Figure 3 : Penalised Length (TPcn) Derivation - part Kq

The described concept of the optimisation functional represents the main basis of "evolutionary
environment" dynamics noticed in the Section 1 : the "weights" of both - in principle contradictory
- design requirements (i.e. requirements for the cycle length and for low power peaking factors) are
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varied in accordance with results achieved in the optimisation process. Nevertheless, this dynamics
is to be supported by several additional measures, including the continuous automatic variation of
permitted FA exchanges : "fine" LP modifications (i.e. exchanges of FAs with slightly different
multiplication coefficients) are enabled only if cycle lengths are close to the required ones (i.e.
fundamental modifications of the LP structures are expected to be unnecessary).

4 Means for Increasing of the Analysed Loading Pattern Variety

Especially in case of the "One-Cycle" optimisation, a maximum effort should be devoted to the
analysis of broad - as much as possible - spectrum of LP variants. For that purpose, three different
methods (or applicable Trial types) have been developed :
• Method of successive allocation of fresh FAs in different core positions.

The user can define a number —unlimited in principle — of single core positions or pairs of them,
where he wants to move fresh FAs. In this case the program performs (within the given Trial)
the same number of Sub-Trials, and in the fist one or two Sequences of those Sub-Trials it tries
to move some fresh FA(s) into the specified position(s); in the following Sequences the solution
continues in usual manner.
Certain positions in the Core are not suitable for the loading of fresh fuel assemblies, because in
this case two of them can appear next to each other (positions 12, 22, 31 - see figure 5) and it
can not be prospective due to high Kq value with currently used fuel. Fuel supplier had also
recommended not to put fresh fuel assemblies close to control fuel assemblies (positions
2,6,8,15,16,42,48 - see figure 5). Experience shows, that it is not suitable to restrict positions
for fresh fuel assemblies because it could exclude prospective fuel loading patterns.
The fresh FAs are fixed in the positions mentioned above only during limited number of
Sequences, then their exchange for the depleted ones is permitted.

• Method of solution by LP groups.
At the beginning of the Trial the existing set of acceptable LP variants is divided
(automatically, with possibility of manual correction of this distribution) into several groups,
differing in cycle lengths. From each group the best (according Tpm) initial LP variants are
selected and they are then optimised in separate Sub-Trial.

• Method of successive escalation of cycle length requirement.
An essence of the method is that in two or more subsequent Trials the requirements for cycle
lengths — expressed by parameter ProjTc in formula (1) - are gradually escalated, and the
existing LP concepts are strongly discriminated by specification of high value of coefficient Cp
(usually more than 5.). Due to that significant changes of the LP structures are forced to be
performed.

5 The code running"

This code OPTIMAL is operated on HP-workstations or servers (PA-RISC processor) with
operating system HP-UX. It is written in HP Fortran-77. Graphical user interface Xgraf (written in
C-language) developed in NRI Rez is used to check and control the optimising process. Calculation
can be controlled also by input file (ASCII) modifications. These files are re-read during the
calculation running.

Typical running period of one-cycle optimisation using "Method of successive allocation of fresh
FAs in different core positions" without limiting interference of the user takes approximately 80



hours on the server D 270/1 (1 processor PA-RISC 8000, 160 MHz). To find acceptable loading
pattern takes approximately 1 or 2 weeks. Multi-cycle optimisation is used mainly for quick analysis
of fresh fuel assemblies assortment in the next loading pattern. Typical calculation of 5 cycles using
"expert estimate" takes approximately 1 day. For detailed analysis of future loading pattern this
calculation should be repeated several times for possible fuel assortment

This code has been helping us to search "best fuel cycle strategy" practically for five years. It
allowed us to analyse more types of IP variants than previous approach. It helped us to change fuel
type from old one (without radial profiled enrichment) to new (profiled) one successfully.

Examples of two screens are given on Figures 4 and 5. Results of "One-Cycle" optimisation mode
as a beginning of "Multi-Cycle" optimisation are shown on Figure 4. Three largest crosses (green)
are initial variants for next cycle optimisation. The 3D evaluated variants are represented as a
"cloud" of points (red). Borders of the Categories are shown as "middle" crosses (blue).
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Figure 4: Selection of LP Categories

One selected variant is shown in the Figure 5 as a core map. The border of each hexagon is
connected with FA type (enrichment and/or construction details). The FAs "quality" is given by k;nf
which is given by shadow(colour)-scale. Movement of FAs is described in each hexagon — the right
number represent initial position in previous cycle and the left one is the number of hexagon in a
60° symmetry (string "000" means fresh FAs).
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Figure 5: Reloading Scheme as a 60° symmetry Core Map

6 Conclusions

Program OPTIMAL is powerful tool for VVER-440 loading pattern design. This program allowed
to change the fuel cycle strategy in Dukovany NPP from 3-years to 4-years and to reach mean burn-
up of discharged fuel = 40 MWd/kgU.

Program OPTIMAL gives applicable loading patterns because it is based on tested code
MOBYDICK which is successful in steady state coarse-mesh and- fine-mesh neutron-physics
calculations. In-core surveillance system SCORPIO-VVER developed in co-operation Czech
organisations and Halden ICRP is based on the code MOBYDICK too.
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